tered the army as assistant surgeon in June 1775, was appointed surgeon in January 1780, and Director-General for Ireland in June 1795. His remarks on syphilis are evidently the result of a thorough practical knowledge and extensive experience of the disease in one of the best fields for its study. It is well known that at this time, and even considerably later, mercury was believed to be a specific ; and, without its use, practitioners imagined that no case of true venereal disease was ever cured. To Dr Renny mercury still proved a difficulty, and he does not seem to have been able to divest himself of all the notions which necessarily forced themselves upon the minds of those who had been taught to take so exclusive a view of the treatment of the disorder. We now know that patients with this disease recover without mercury. Dr Renny was not then altogether prepared to make such an admission; but he administered the remedy cautiously?narrowly watching its effects ?and more with the object of obtaining its alterative and diapho-don, 12mo. London, 8vo.
From the nature of this pamphlet, from the peculiarity of the surnamej and the applicability of the caution which it conveys to the subject discussed, some have imagined that the author wrote under a fictitious name. The supposition is, however, without foundation, for, in a list of the medical graduates of the University of Edinburgh, we find the name of Nicholas Sinnot, Hibernus, as taking his degree in 1793.
In this spirited pamphlet he relates what fell under his observation on the continent, and certainly gives a sad picture of the manner in which the sick were treated in general hospitals in the year 1794. Believing that the mismanagement originated with those who had the direction of hospitals, he takes a view of the medical staff, and points out many inconsistencies, which fortunately do not now exist. In concluding his observations he adds, der such circumstances, how is it possible for hospitals to be well conducted ? The physician appointed without a day's service in the army, consequently without any knowledge of military hospitals, or the least experience in army medical practice ; the regimental surgeon appointed apothecary, to be dignified with the office of physician ; a medical man appointed purveyor without any regard to the necessary qualifications ; and the hospital mate obliged to act in every department, though he never gave any other proof of his knowledge than having answered a few queries on anatomy and surgery." As a better system, he therefore proposes the adoption of that followed in the Hanoverian service, of which, in 
